(lb) Those among the numbers (l -p0)/log Pq, ... , (1 -ps)/log Ps which are not zero are linearly independent over the field of rational numbers.
In particular, condition (lb) is satisfied if pi = 1, i = 0, ... , s.
Let c> 1. We define 5 = S{c; pQ, ... , ps; CQ, ... , Cs) to be the set of all (s + l)-tuples of integers {pQ, ... , ps), p0 > 0, satisfying (i) (p¿, p0) = 1, z'= 1, ... , s.
(ii) pi = p*p'{ with p'¿ eC. and p* any integer satisfying |p*|<c|p.| ', i = 0, ... , s.
Similarly we define ST = ST{c;p0, ... , ps; CQ, ... , Cj by replacing By Rs we denote the Euclidean space of s dimensions, and by d{x, y) the distance between two points x, y of Rs. By 8{E), a-m E, dim E we denote, respectively, the diameter, the Hausdorff measure with respect to the function t and the Hausdorff dimension of the set E. By a cube we mean an s-dimensional interval with edges parallel to the axes.
Main results.
The main results of this paper are Theorem I. dim ET < dim E' < dim E < ct/A.
Theorem II. Let t be the number of p ■ which are not zero (z = 0,..., s).
Let A satisfy
A>(7/min(s, t) if t> 0.
// condition I holds, then dim E > dim E' > dim ET > a/A.
Theorem III. // (1) and (la) hold then dim E > dim E' > a/A.
These results imply dim E = dim E = cr/A if (1) and (la) hold and dim E = dim E1 = dim E = ct/A if (1) holds and condition I is satisfied. The case p{ -1, z = 0, ... , s, gives Jarnik's result. 4 . Proof of Theorem I. Let b ■> 0, i -1, ... , s. By symmetry, it is enough to prove the theorem when W is defined by W = \(xv ... , xs)\0 < x. < b{, i m 1, ... , s\.
We shall prove that, for every o > 0, if p = (o + ô)A-1 then p -m E = 0. We may also assume that 0 < 1 -/¿Q if /¿0 < 1.
Let c > 0. The set of all cubes whose center is (px/pQ,..., pjp¡) £ W with (p0, ... , ps) £ S, p0> q0, and length of edge 2Dpg A, is obviously a covering for E. If qQ is large enough, the diameter of each cube is smaller than f. It remains to prove that the series M = S(pg^)'0= 2 PqCT" converges, where the summation is over all sets (pQ, ... , p^) e 5 such that (px/p0, ... , ps/p0) £ W. Since p¿ = p¿p|. for z = 0, ... , s, the summation can be broken up into a summation over pj, ... , ps, and over pj, ... , ps.
Therefore, i-1*" M1sz,2,ir",-€u,i.
where {li and Í2Í indicate summations over pj, ... , p and pj.ps, respectively. Positive constants depending only on c, S, /¿;, ¿>¿, IL (0 < i<s) ate denoted by A below. Since p* < cp^ < cíAp^-(l < i< s), we have 1^1 < Ap0~ °. Putting r] =8/2, we thus obtain ¿=i where Í3! denotes summation over p|. £ C¿. Since p¿ < p¿ < e¿p0 (1 < i < s), we obtain zh! pn7775 < ¿ zi3! p!',,/* < a ri d -p-^^)-1 < A. (ii)', p{ is replaced by p" (0 < i < s). Then S"T C S'" CS' CS, E"T C E1" CE'CE.
By Theorem II, dim E > dim E' > dim E" > dim E"T >{o-e)/A.
Since this holds for every e > 0, we have dim E > dim E > cr/A, which is Theorem III.
Remark. Condition I is, however, essential in proving dim E >o/\, as is shown by the following example. Let PQ and P, be two distinct primes, From now on we shall assume p. > p0 (1 < i < s). We may also assume that every IL contains only one prime P. such that condition I is satisfied, that not all p. ate 1 because this is Jarnik's theorem, and that not all p.
are zero because then Theorem II is trivial. These assumptions are not essential but permit a simpler exposition. Remark. The convention on K will be used for the rest of the paper, for the sake of simplicity of notation.
Proof. Let c > 0 be sufficiently small,
/ . \(xv .... xs)\ a.+ c< yt < x. < y. + L < bf 1 < i < s\, (1-p.) log P0
Condition I implies that 1, 9x, ... , 9h ate linearly independent over the ra- 
This with the definition of 8 implies
Define a set Tf of (s + l)-tuples {pQ, ... , ps) oí integers with p¿ = Pfp'-(0 < z < s) satisfying: 1. p'. = Pm' (0 < z < A), where imQ, ... , mh) is a fixed (A + l)-tuple of integers satisfying (7), and p¿ = 1 for i > A.
2. If p0 > 0, pg ranges over all primes > max¿ P. satisfying w coPo <P0^ciPo
The existence of such p0 is guaranteed if q0 is sufficiently large. If P0=0, put pg = 1.
3. If p. > 0, p. ranges over all integers satisfying (9) Yi!l<p*<iy+L)!l, (p*,p0p;.) = l, l<i<s. P P Since every interval of length > 5 contains an integer relatively prime to the product of three given primes, integers p. satisfying (9) will exist if LpQ/p. > 6. By (7) this condition is easily seen to hold if q0 is sufficiently large.
If p.= 0, put p* = 1. For u0 > 0, (8) implies p^0 < cj-"o^0 < p* < c j p^° < cp^, and for /¿Q= 0, p0 = p0°. To prove that T{CST it remains to show that (10) p^ < p* < cp^, 1 < i < s.
We may assume 0 < p. < 1 (1 < z < s), because otherwise (10) is trivial. If p0 > 0, we obtain, from (7), (8), (9), y. + L y.
and for p0 = 0, we obtain, from (7) and (9),
--c ip.i<p*<~-c, ip:
Therefore (10) will hold by choosing L to satisfy 0<L<L0< min (a^c/cj -1), fl.(cj ' -D).
1<1<S
We thus proved that T¡ C S . Let 
p*p* <!> = a (mod p*).
Since p0 is a prime, this congruence has exactly one solution p. in each interval of length pQ. The integer p¿ is to be chosen in the interval [yp0/p-, (y. + Dp0/p'.] oí length LpQ/p'. = KLp^K Since p* > cj'"°pj° and \ > p0, the number of solutions of (14) is LpQ/p*p|. < KLpfr'^O. Therefore Note that each / has its own unique pQ> which induces a number of p0 as specified by (8) w,\p ,p n-1 1-1 « « ri n-1 n-1 n n n The exponent of a is negative.
For an large enough, cpl\l)/8(l)p can thus be made as small as desired.
(b) / C / e Gn. Then
which is reduced to the previous case. with / is at most N. < K8(I)sAa+8s. Therefore, t^H. < ÜÓ? < KA r'^a-H'-WW^a-'X .
For 9, n small enough and a large enough, this can be made as small as desired.
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